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ABSTRACT

Figure 1. Knowledge flows from socio-spatiat activities to
sensors that capture data, through a computational process

generating a visualisatton/sonification in real time. This loop is
completed when gestural controllers are used/or spatial

interaction to manipulate or investigate this data.

This paper proposes a framework for gestural interaction with
information sanification in order to both monitor data aurally
and, in addition, to interact with it, transform and even modify
the source data in a two-way communication model (Figure I).
Typical data sonification uses automatically generated
computational modelling of information, represented in
parameters of auditory display, to convey data in an informative
representation. It is essentially a one-way data to display
process and interpretation by users is usually a passive
experience. In contrast, gesture controllers, spatial interaction,
gesture recognition hardware and software, are used by
musicians and in augmented reality systems to affect,
manipulate and perform with sounds. Numerous installation and
artistic works arise from motion-generated audio. The
framework developed in this paper aims to conflate those
technologies into a single environment in which gestural
controllers allow interactive participation with the data that is
generating the sonification, making use of the parallel between
spatial audio and spatial (gestural) interaction. Converging
representation and interaction processes bridge a significant gap
in current sonification models. A bi-modal generative
soniflcation and visualisation example from the author's sensate
laboratory illustrates mappings between socio-spatial human
activity and display. The sensor cow project, using wireless
gesture controllers fixed to a calf, exemplifies some real time
computation and representation issues to convey spatial motion
in an easily recognised sonification, suitable for ambient
display or intuitive interaction.

Human activity
(social and

spatial beha . ur)

Both information visualisation and information sonification
employ a computational process for scaling data, converting it
through an algorithmic process of representation, to produce an
outcome that is (passively) received by the user. As the
objective is to develop a greater rapport with the information,
especially socio-spaual data (how people move, relations in
spaces, proximity to objects, clustering, eccentric behaviour,
velocity and level of traffic), gestural interaction with the
information sonification enhances the ability to transform and
manipulate the data by interacting with its representation.

This interaction is divided into two categories:
l) gestural interaction with abstract, remotely-located

data (stocks, Internet traffic, building lifecycle data,
etc.) in which gestural interaction can transform or
manipulate the data by altering the original data set;

2) gestural interaction in a sensate space in which the
sanification contributes to our understanding of the
activity within the space and the information is
captured within the space. In this instance, gestural
interaction is interactivity that becomes further
reflected in the auditory display. There is a
distinction between capture devices (sensors) taking
in information and modes of interaction (gesture
controllers) communicating back into the system.

Because soclo-sparial data is directly related to positional or
spatial axes, 3D spatialised auditory representation has a direct
relation with its source data. This utilises the potential of a 3D
interface in 3D physical space. Human gestures and sound
operate in three dimensional spaces. Three dimensional
interaction without traditional mouse and keyboard interfaces
underlie the paradigm of non-tactile, seamlessly integrated,
pervasive, immersive computing in which the hardware of
computing becomes invisible, developing more intuitive
interaction.

Gestural computing aims to move away from desk-bound,
restrictive computing environments and to move towards
computing that is more integral to the building structure and
space itself. Our environment becomes more reactive, "smart"
and the boundaries between architecture and computing or
between working and mobility are blurred. The technologies
configured in the sensor-cow project contribute to several
technical links in this model.
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